
Market Steer Class 01 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 102 Jarred Sonstegard Las Posas 4H #72 Really soft made practical steer who's got some meat animal shape. 

Market Steer Class 02 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 157 Rocco Dantona Somis 4H 30
big ripped, soft sided calf, thats got some shape up high, id expect him to handle 

accordingly. 

2 77 Laura Lynch Somis 4-H 22
high performing kind of calf here, might get a little restricted off both ends of 
his skeleton in terms of movement and id like to see him a little softer in his body. 

Market Steer Class 03 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 6 Brynn Taylor Mira Monte 4H 42
thick made calf thats loaded with dimension down his top and into his hip and 

round. not the most attractive calf in the world but a good practical feeding 
kind. 

2 76 Kasen Lynch Somis 4-H 21
High cutability calf here. nice profiling from the side. probably needs more 

muscle description down his top. 

3 104 Sally McCormick las posas 4H 01
long bodied, high performing calf that should cut with a high percentage of 

retailed meat. however, id like to see him with a little more softness to his center 
body and a little more shape up high. 

Market Steer Class 04 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Supreme Grand Champion & Champion 
4- H Market Steer

1 142 Phillip Theising Somis 4H 32
really nice muscular calf here, with a ton of meat animal shape throughout. 

might need to be softened a little. but a super complete one. 

Supreme Reserve Grand Champion & 
Reserve Champion 4- H Market Steer

2 144 Alex Theising Somis 29
nice smoky steer that got some shape up high and some dimension throughout. 

might narrow up a bit towards his pins and a nickle straight up front. 

Market Steer Class 05 - FFA Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Champion FFA Market Steer 1 121 Kayla Carrillo Fillmore FFA 55
big bodied soft made calf, who profiles nice from the side. wish he had a little 

more flank in him but a really complete one. 

2 126 Alejandro Avila Fillmore FFA 56
high performing kind, profiles nice, needs more shape and dimension 

throughout. 

3 165 William Frost Fillmore ffa 58
young mans black calfs got some shape and and some look. just needs more 

time on feed 

Market Steer Class 06- ffa Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Reserve Champion FFA Market Steer 1 230 Ivan Espinoza Carpinteria FFA 68
Cool colored short horn appearing calf, whos soft in his center body, and 
some flattness through his shoulder. as viewed from behind i wish he had a 

little more shape up high and through his round and quarter. 

Market Steer Class 07 - Grange Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 244 Alex Perez Santa Clara Valley Grange #45
good profiling calf, whos got some look from the side, needs to be more 

athletic in his angles to his skeleton, and id like him to view with a little more 
shape up high. 
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2 240 Natalie Rainwater Simoore Valley Grange 4
long bodied red calf, with some flattness to his shoulder,  id like him to view with 

some more muscle down his top and from behind. 

Market Steer Class 08 - Grange Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Champion Grange Market Steer 1 239 Tyler Evans Simoore Grange 10
big bodied stout made calf, whos super thick. to be nit picky might need to level 
him out through his hip. but id assume he'd handle with some shape down his top 

and cover over his ribs

Reserve Champion Grange Market 
Steer

2 16 Taylor Lindsay Simoore Grange 5 muscular calf whos stout  footed and big ended.

3 136 Andrea Castaneda Santa Clara Valley Grange Ear tag # 17
cool made, muscular calf, thats super practical, id like him to be a little more 

athletic in terms of movement especially off his rear legs. 

4 134 Sergio Perez Santa Clara Valley Grange Steer #47 soft made calf thats practical in his kind. 

5 3 Chelsea McCalister Simoore Grange 15
long bodied calf, soft center body, who reads good in his angles might need a 

little more flank in relation to his chest 

6 2 Hailey McCalister Simoore Grange 14
high performing calf, with some width up high, has some meat animal shape 

throughout, wish he was a little more comfortable up front on the surface

7 47 Noah Davis Simoore Grange 9 long bodied calf needs more muscle and fill throughout

8 18 Mason Warwar Simoore Grange 6
long bodied calf, needs to be better in terms of both ends of his skeleton, to 

make him more athletic. 



Market Goat Class 01 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 198 Katie Cook Santa Rosa Valley 4H 289

Square built from the ground up, which lays the foundation for more top side 
skeletal shape as this doe kid spans the most width out the back side of her 

blades and maintains that width out through her pins. From the side I prefer her 
profile the best. 

2 7 Brooke Allen Sespe CABKNDP0320

Exotic fronted, super tight hided, hes got some stoutness of bone. from the 
side i wish he was a little leveler through his hip, and on the move, he wants to 

round out through the bottom potion of his shoulder, drop his pins on the 
plant and on the move, and consequently wants to bow his hocks ever so 

slightly on the move. 

3 140 Jase Anger Somis 4-H 0382
Big footed goat that views with some substance and dimension, wish he was a 

little longer in the front 1/3 of his skeleton and i wish he tied in a touch better in 
his hip loin junction. 

4 139 Elle Anger Somis 4-H 0383
Super long bodied goat, thats got that extra extension up front, reads to have 
some length of body. i wish he was a little more explosive in his muscle pattern  

down his top and into his hip and lower leg. 

Market Goat Class 02 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 33 Sophia Michel Sespe 4H CABKNDP0312
Super long bodied, big footed heavy muscled wether, that views with some look 

and balance from the side, and is super athletic as he takes to the surface. 
super super complete wether for the young lady. 

2 162 Jack Nelson Independent TX11130-5524
this goats got some shape,and squareness to his skeleton, i wish he was a touch 

fuller in his loin edge as he fades into his hip. 

3 60 Arianna Vargas sespe4h CABKNDP304
long bodied, flat shouldered i wish he was stouter in his muscle mass out of his 

blades, and wrapped more lower leg and stifle. 

4 223 Jin Taketa Somis 4H 0395
long bodied, big footed, shape to his center skeleton, needs a touch more 

muscle to complement all his length of side and skeleton. 

5 143 Samantha Ellrott Santa Rosa Valley 4-H CA17292 0067
the red legged goats, super round bodied, and has some look from the side, id 

like to make her a touch better right there behind her blades, and wrap more 
lower leg and stifle.

6 189 Michael Olvera Bardsdale CA172920078 big ribbed goat, needed to be more opened up throughout 
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Market Goat Class 03 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Reserve Champion 4-H Market Goat 1 80 Grace Cobb Somis 4-H 0388
This light headed wether is big chested, stout footed, that views with a ton of 
shape and dimension. might not be the most attractive goat through his chest 

and neck, but a super powerful one thats ultra wide. 

2 8 Skyler Knight Citrus Valley 4-H CA16165
Presents with a lot of  look and eye appeal, a big footed  goat, that is super 

impressive goat, thats unique in his build and pattern. 

3 227 Julia May Somis 4-h 0390
Half caped wether is super long bodied, big footed, has some roundness 

through his center body, and wraps a lot of outward shape through his leg. 

4 115 Brett Bowman Santa Rosa Valley 4-H CA18058
Really nice profile wether that is up fronted, extended from shoulder to hip, 

highly presented. 

5 42 Finley Thompson Somis 0391
big ripped goat, that has some thickness, wish he was a little longer through his 

neck and shoulder, and he wants to fad a little into his hip from his loin edge. 

6 185 Jennifer Olvera Bardsdale CA17292 0086
the paint goats, really long bodied, has some rib shape and dimension. he reads 

to be a little plain in his general build. 

7 188 Joshua (Josh) Olvera Bardsdale CA172920077 nice little wether, who has some shape to his rib cage, needs more time on feed. 

Market Goat Class 04 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Supreme Grand Champion & Champion 
4-H Market Goat

1 88 Ava Waters Somis 4-H Club 0387
STOUT STOUT STOUT big square chested, big legged, massive goat and reads and 

views with a lot of power and muscle. 

2 40 Curren Thompson Somis 0389
Big chested, big backed goat, thats got some upper hip shape, could be a little 

stouter at the ground in terms of his foot and bone. 

3 89 Mckenzie Waters Somis Club 0386
long bodied, extended goat, that read with some shape up high, wish he was 

better behind his blades in terms of muscularity and stoutness. 

4 62 Payton Holliday Moorpark Independent 223
Big ribbed, big skeletoned goat thats big footed as well, wish he was a touch 
better behind his blades as he wants to break behind his shoulders a little. 

5 187 Julia Cook Santa Rosa Valley 4H 233 super complete, touch jammed up and short bodied 

6 132 Aaron Lopez Briggs CA172920083
red and white paint goats, got some length in terms of his body. hes got the 

right shape to his foot, needs more muscle and dimension. 

7 130 Ethan Lopez Briggs CA172920084
The black paint goat reads with some shape up high, and has some length to his 

body. needs a little more muscle and width 



Market Goat Class 05- FFA Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 217 Gisel Arredondo Fillmore 0070
good looking goat, that views with some extra extension up front. big 

skeletoned as well. 

2 72 Bibiano Hernandez Fillmore FFA 1156
the black headed goats good looking, balanced from the side, wish he was a 

little stouter in his pins. 

3 221 Sierra Gray Independent 0656
Red belted goats long, extended, id  like to see him come and go with more 

skeletal stoutness and dimension throughout. 

Market Goat Class 06- FFA Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Reserve Champion FFA Market Goat 1 119 David Badillo Carpinteria FFA 234
long bodied, shape to his center cage, wish he was leveler out through his hip 

and wrapped a touch more lower leg and stifle 

2 106 Elijah Sheaffer Carpinteria FFA 283 Tall fronted, square hipped, views with some dimension and stoutness. 

3 117 Alondra Badillo Carpinteria FFA 249
high performing goat, reads with some shape up high and some length of body, 

wish he was a little fresher in his condition. 

4 160 Garrett Nelson Independent TX11130-5525
Flat shouldered, has some length to his body, hes a touch flat legged, wish he 

had more muscle

Market Goat Class 07- FFA Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Supreme Reserve Grand Champion & 
Champion FFA Market Goat

1 159 Gavin Nelson Independent TX11130-5526
super complete, athletic goat, that reads with some shape and dimension, and 

wraps a good lower leg 

2 15 Stephanie Gonzalez Carpinteria Chapter 224
Huge footed big scaled goat thats super long bodied  wish he wrapped more 

lower leg and stifle 

3 118 Joseph White Carpinteria FFA 274
Big caged goat that has some thickness, id like to see her a little longer in terms 

of her front 1/3 of her skeleton and level her hip out a little. 

Market Goat Class 08 - Grange Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Champion Grange Market Goat 1 184 Jordan Stivers Santa Clara Valley Grange CA180580168
super complete big bodied heavy muscled, reads with some shape and dimension, 

he fades a little in terms of his loin edge to his hip. 

Reserve Champion Grange Market 
Goat

2 27 Charlotte Powell Ojai Grange CA16627 0271
nice red goat thats really round in terms of center body shape, id like to see him 

a little more extended in his skeleton. 



Market Lamb Class 01 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 1 Marley Chavez Briggs 1111
good looking, super complete ewe lamb thats athletic in her anglers  and id 

expect her to handle accordingly to the touch. 

2 243 Morgan Curry Somis 4H CA16270-20029
super complete muscular sheep young man does a good job of getting him 

shown. 

3 26 Rafe Pidduck Loma Vista Market Lamb 400
thick made sheep thats wide skeleton and id expect him to handle accordingly 
wish he was alittle better in his lower shoulder and the way he ties his neck in. 

4 31 Jones Lees Loma Vista 4-H 410
round caged sheep thats got some width through his pins. might not be the 

prettiest sheep but super complete

5 32 Adler Striegel Loma Vista 4-H 397
the blue sheeps good lookin from the side. round caged. id like to fix her in her 

dock and level her hip out 

6 110 Samuel Knight Las Posas 2727 long bodied sheep, needs more fill in his center body. 

7 17 Iliana Marquez Briggs 4H CA10706 long bodied, needs more time on feed 

Market Lamb Class 02 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Supreme Reserve Grand Champion & 
Reserve Champion 4-H Market Lamb

1 161 Jayleen Arballo Briggs 4h 20004
awesome lookin good made sheep whos as elevated in his skeleton, and the 

young lady does a great job showing him. 

2 67 Jessica Heybl Las Posas 4-H 20090
moderate, wide made sheep whos athletic. id like to make him better in his tail 

head. 

3 11 Grace Hoolmaa Somis 1507
long bodied, needs more time on feed and a little more muscle shape down his 

top and into hip 

4 154 Emma Johnston Las Posas 2770 tall high performing, needs more time on feed. 

Market Lamb Class 03 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Supreme Grand Champion & Champion 
4-H Market Lamb

1 213 Joann Christensen Briggs CA18321
Great lookin sheep, thats ultra stout at the ground. and massive interms of his 

shape up high. love his shoulder and how it hooks up and hes super athletic. 

2 56 Breonna Alvarez Briggs 4-H CA102483521
good made, ultra stout sheep who is great from the side, when set to motion 

wants to drop his shoulder and roll a bit up front. 

3 147 Lainah Hill Somis 4-H CA1020219096
complete, big backed, id like to flatten his shoulder and make him a notch more 

attractive from the side. 

4 111 Clara Knight Las Posas 19103
long, stout made sheep thats super extended, wish he viewed with a little more 

shape throughout his top and into his hop. 
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5 86 Chloe Casas Mupu CA14272
round bodied, square made, needs to be bigger footed at the ground. and i'd like 

to extend her through her front end. 

6 146 Bella Alvara Las Posas 4-H 0263
Extended long bodied sheep with some flatness through his shoulder, needs to 
be wider through the base of his chest and more dimensional from behind. With a 

shot more shape and muscle throughout.

7 25 Laird Pidduck Loma Vista Market Lamb 399 long bodied flat shouldered, needs more shape and muscle. 

Market Lamb Class 04 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 107 Kaitlyn Prado Briggs 4-H IA11690403
stout, good looing and built really well. love how extended the white legged 

sheep is when viewed from the side and hes fairly athletic at the surface. 

2 170 Kieran McCormick Las Posas 20014
high performing long bodied sheep with some muscle, id like to make him a little 

smoother in his lower shoulder. 

3 74 Katie Hendren Mupu 4-H CA14272 2066
moderate. square made ewe lamb with alot of shape, id like to smooth her out a 

little in terms of how she blends together from front to rear. 

4 75 Aarón Hendren Mupu 4-H CA142722068
extended long bodied sheep whos fairly level down his top and into his hip. 

needs to be stouter at the surface in terms for foot and bone. 

5 78 Kelsy Hendren Mupu 4-H CA142722067
big footed stout structured sheep, who's got some muscle id like to see him a 

nickel more expressive  in his muscle texture. 

Market Lamb Class 05 - FFA Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Reserve Champion FFA Market Lamb 1 97 Roman Becher Independent exhibitor CA14272 2036
super complete stout made sheep thats got some dimension. love how square 

built this one is. 

2 79 Gianna Becher Independent Exhibitor CA142722037
good profiling sheep thats got some squareness to his hip. i'd like to see him a 

little stouter at the ground in terms of foot and bone. 

3 235 Hannah Swanson Camarillo FFA CA18946 - HS013
round made soft centered sheep thats got some quality. i'd like to see him more 

expressive in his muscle texture up high. 

4 236 Natali Gonzalez Carpinteria FFA 20036
good length of spine, has some shape to her center body, id like to fix her at her 

tailhead and give her more lower leg and stifle 



Market Lamb Class 06 - FFA Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 82 Erika Luis Fillmore FFA 1393 thick ended complete sheep whos round caged really complete sheep 

2 105 Olivia Sheaffer Carpinteria FFA 20008
big footed shaggy legged sheep thats really wide made. might need to be a little 

more attractive from the side. 

3 48 Tyler Hook Independent CA10248
long bodied sheep, needs more time on feed, to explode and thicken up 

throughout his skeleton. 

4 233 Vicente Lopez Fillmore FFA 1416 long bodied sheep, needs more time on feed. 

Market Lamb Class 07 - FFA Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Champion FFA Market Lamb 1 59 Emelly Ortega Carpinteria FFA 20044
square built ewe lamb whos ultra long bodied and extended. moves nicely at the 

surface. 

2 5 Michaela Morrison Carpinteria FFA 20009
real practical sheep, big middled, has some shape needs to be better looking 

from the side. 

3 81 Emma Ramos Fillmore FFA 1408
blue pelted sheep has some length and extension, needs more muscle and shape 

especially right out his blades and through his loin. 

Market Lamb Class 08 - Grange Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Champion Grange Market Lamb 1 207 Delaney Vazquez Simoore Grange CA 10248   3572
big bodied stout powerful sheep who has a ton of dimension and stoutness 

throughout. really complete sheep!

Reserve Champion Grange Market 
Lamb

2 214 Matteo Vazquez Simoore CA10248 3578
wide skeletoned sheep whos big structured and tracks wide from behind. from 

time to time id like to relax his spine a nickle. 

3 167 Maddison Floyd Semoore grange 0197 Thick super thick sheep who is stout and wide, super athletic at the surface. 

4 212 Jose Vazquez Simoore Grange CA 10248  3549
good lookin, good caged sheep, id like to make her longer through her neck and 

shoulder. 

5 216 Andrea Garcia Simoore Grange 3574
long sided sheep thats crazy flat in her shoulder, needs more time on feed to 

blow apart 

6 238 Raeana Robledo Simoore Grange 3577
long extended wether whos up off the ground. needs to come and go with more 

dimension. 



Market Swine Class 01 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 43 Logan Fogata Mupu 4H 2 —  5 thick wide made, super complete.

2 22 Devin Cullinane Somis 4-2
long muscular wish she was a little more athletic in her blade knee and pastern 

up front. 

3 205 Danielle salazar Mupu 4-H 000 long bodied needs more muscle 

Market Swine Class 02 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 44 Malone Fogata Mupu 4 h 1—3 big backed super stout great skin and hair!

2 58 Madison Whitehead Mupu 4H 16
long demensional, wish he was a little more descript in his muscle out of his 

blades

Market Swine Class 03 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 127 Tobi Welch Mupu 4-H 4,4
nice thick made black barrow who is ultra opened up and dimensional. i'd like to 

make him a touch better from the side in terms of look and balance. 

2 85 Sabrina Westrich Briggs 4H 6-2 great looking well balanced super up headed gilt thats flexable and athletic. 

3 83 Gabriella Bingham Bardsdale 4-H 105-6
big ended big backed, fix the blue barrow behind his blades and id like him a 

whole lot better. 

Market Swine Class 04 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

 Reserve Champion 4-H Market Swine 1 41 Christian Maulhardt Citrus Valley 4-H 3-6
nice complete barrow whos up headed and great looking. id expect him to hang 

the more balance carcass on the rail. 

2 23 Devin Cullinane Somis 3-2 big ended stout calico hog here, modify that one at the ham loin junction. 

3 29 Jocelyn Escalante Mupu 12,8
crazy colored up headed gilt whos got some look and balance , id like her to 

come and go more busted open and freer in her movements 

4 145 Charlotte Peters Loma Vista 5-2
wide skeleton, should hang accordingly on the rail. id like to make him a notch 

more attractive through his head and neck .

5 51 Isabella Westrich Briggs 4-H 8-5
long bodied good lookin barrow, comes and goes with some dimension. might be 

a touch flat through the base of his ham and stifle. 

6 69 Olivia Nava Bardsdale 4-h 3-2 long bodied has some look, needs to be better skeletoned, off of both ends. 
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Market Swine Class 05 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Supreme Reserve Grand Champion & 
Champion 4-H Market Swine

1 39 Nicholas Maulhardt Citrus Valley 1-4
great lookin, great skin and hair, up headed sound balanced practical barrow 

has alot to offer. 

2 61 Jayna Barretto Briggs 4-H 7-6
good length of body, needs to come at me with more squareness to his knee and 

pastern up front 

3 46 Nuviah Vega Bradsdale 18 10 nice made up headed barrow, i'd like to see stouter in his pins from behind 

4 65 Zachariah Garcia Sespe 4-h 123 - 8 big hipped stout backed, love the center body dimension. 

5 87 Bodie Mays Las Posas 4-H 2-6
moderate square made barrow, needs to be squared from behind through his 

hocks 

6 125 Julia Santos Somis 4-H 6-14
long made gilt whos sound and athletic, needs to be stouter and wider coming 

and going 

7 137 Carissa Carrillo Somis 4H 91-13
big backed and muscular, calico gilt needs to be more flexible in her stride off 

both ends 

8 141 Carolynn Peters Loma Vista 2-1
up headed, good made one, super level topped, needs to be open more through 

the base of his chest good job driving this one 

9 220 Timothy Leal Briggs 8-8 soft practical, needs more shape. 

Market Swine Class 06 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 197 Jessika Aguilar Sespe 121-13
super complete wide belted gilt whos big chested and big backed, moves nicely 

at the surface. 

2 45 Ethan Fogata Mupu 4 h 1—1
Big chested square made barrow whos got plenty of product. i'd like to see him 

sounder in his structural movement at the surface. 

3 169 Sarah Cedillos Sespe 4-H 88-1
big footed big ended gilt whos opened up and stout, might not be as classy as 

some up front in terms of look and design.i'd like to change her in her hip as well 
and level it out a little. 

4 129 Matthew Zavala Sespe 4-H 124-2
big bodied super stout barrow whos as massive as any.  id like to shove his 

blades back in his skeleton and free him up a little up front as he plants and 
pushes at the surface. 

5 99 Jade Barretto Briggs4-H 6-1
long bodied athletic blue hog, whos got all the extension needed, just needs to 

be stouter and wider in his body build. 

6 55 Gavin Arana Mupu 4H 14
super extended barrow, whos a little forward in his blade, id like to see him with 

more muscle shape down his top out of his blades. 

7 4 Chloe Escalante Mupu 12,2 long bodied, big belted hog, needs more shape and muscle 



8 36 Adeline Braget Independent 9412
good length of body, and has some balance from the side. needs more muscle 

and demension. 

Market Swine Class 07 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 242 Sarina Bracamontes Sespe 4-H 7-10
super good heads up belted hog whos athletic and sound. big hipped and id 

expect him to hang accordingly on the rail. 

2 68 Carsyn Tschetter Somis 4-h 2-3
Long boided, up headed mostly black gilt who reads with enough muscle shape 

and texture up high.

3 50 Kamryn Escalante Mupu 14,10
high performing high cut ability hog here, who comes and goes too narrow, 

gotta bust that one open with some dimension 

Market Swine Class 08 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 155 Anahi Arballo Briggs 4-h 69-3
stud! i love this one on the drive hes up headed great looking, stout featured, 

muscular. young lady does a great job getting him drove. 

2 93 Adam Zavala Sespe 4-H 3 3
clubby square hipped gilt whos up headed and good looking views with some 

muscle texture and discription up high. 

3 24 Cayden Ewing Briggs 4H 1-1
long bodied shapely barrow, needs to be modified up front and drive squarer 

and truer in his knee and pastern. 

4 70 Cadynce Tschetter somis 4-h 2-5 good looking one that i'd like to see busted open in her chest and pin width. 

5 30 Oliver Braget Independent 1013 big footed. heavy structured belted gilt who needs to be thicker and stouter. 

Market Swine Class 09- 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 19 William Enos Somis 3-4 thick thick thick stout up headed and ultra sound. 

2 28 Daisy Stewart Briggs 4H 1-2 soft made, big ribbed barrow, who needs to drive better at me up front 

3 66 Aliza Estrella Sespe 13-1 huge bodied, flexible enough.

4 158 Hailee Quintanilla Bardsdale R10L9
huge bodied, plain headed, rock her blade back in her a little, and make her a 

little stouter in her back shape. 

5 182 Alani Mckeen Bardsdale 4-H 2-8
Super big bodied gilt with a ton of product I’d like to relax her a little up front in 

her blade setting, and free her up from behind as she drives.

6 37 Brooke Nunez Piru Canyon 4H 12-11 long bodied extended i'd like to bust that one open a little in her lower skeleton. 

7 153 Ciera Cervantes Bardsdale 4-H 12-2 athletic, drives out nicely, needs to be softer in her center body 



8 152 Joseph Cervantes Bardsdale 4-H 12-1
good length of spine, a little low fronted and pretty plain when viewed from the 

side 

Market Swine Class 10 - 4-H Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 237 Miguel Rincon Sespe 4-H 12-5 super shapely, big backed, sound, square chested. 

2 131 Matthew Zavala Sespe 4H 12-2 big backed pinches a little in her ham loin, and shes a little low fronted. 

3 57 Cole Whitehead Mupu 4H 7 big ended, big chested, shapely he'll hang accordingly. 

4 232 Wyatt Maxwell Independent 9-7
long bodied, plain made from the side gotta be more flexible and stouter in his 

muscling throughout. 

Market Swine Class 11 - FFA Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 168 Jaritza Nunez Carpinteria FFA 8-3 big backed, flexible, has some muscle texture throughout. 

2 20 Anna Enos Camarillo 1-1 long, flat and narrow, gotta mass that one up. 

Market Swine Class 12 - FFA Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 123 Jacob Aguilera Fillmore FFA 2-4
lots of meat animal shape throughout, i'd like to see more bone and stoutness at 

the surface.. 

2 35 Michael Alcantar Fillmore FFA 3-4 good length of body and some design from the side.. needs more muscle. 

Market Swine Class 13 - FFA Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 53 Jordyn Blankenship Fillmore 1-1 up headed, good lookin gilt who plants and pushes with enough flexibility. 

2 112 Issac Castillo Carpinteria 5-4 practical gilt who just needs more fill and softness to her center body 

3 124 Emily Santos Camarillo FFA 9-13 long spined gilt who's pretty flat and narrow, needs to mass up. 



Market Swine Class 14 - FFA Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 175 Della Alamillo Fillmore FFA Swine
great lookin barrow whos heads up and flexible, love how this one plants and 

pushes at the surface and how he reads with as much shape down his top and 
through his loin and ham. 

2 90 Paul Smith Fillmore FFA Litter: 52 Pig: 1
super sound athletic one, i'd like to see drive at me a little squarer in his chest 

and knee, but a pretty complete one. 

3 156 Mia Carrillo Fillmore FFA Swine
wide skeletoned, big footed and dimensional, i'd like her to be a little taller at 

the point of her blades. 

4 122 Celeste Aguilera FFA 2-10
The blue blanketed barrow comes in a Big bodied ultra stout package, I’d like to 

see him drive off a touch more substance of bone and foot circumference.

5 226 Billy Maxwell Independent (Senior) 9-6
big hipped barrow, whos got some dimension has to be modified in terms of 

structure off both ends and has to come and go with more width of skeleton 
and muscle. 

Market Swine Class 15 - FFA Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Supreme Grand Champion & Champion 
FFA Market Swine

1 52 Jordyn Blankenship Fillmore 1-3
AWESOME heads up blue gilt whos sound, pretty and practical. love how this one 

transitions from blade to hip and how she drives at me opened up and stout.. 

2 64 Jadyn Brant Fillmore FFA 9,7
big hipped, square topped pretty athletic, just reads to be a little plain from the 

side. 

3 21 Anna Enos Camarillo 4-1
good back shape, love the depth of side, needs to plant and push a little 

squarer and truer. 

4 210 Ivan vargas carpintera 8-2
good length of body and pretty square in the hock. i'd like to see more shape up 

high. 

5 209 Alanna Garcia Fillmore FFA 136-6
deep sided, big in her uppper hip, too forward in her blade up front, in at her knee 

gotta fix this one in terms of her skeleton. 

Market Swine Class 16 - FFA Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Reserve Champion FFA Market Swine 1 49 Jordyn Blankenship Fillmore 1-6
awesome show ring look for the blue barrow, up headed, good structured big 

backed and awesome in terms of chest floor and upper skeletal shape. 

2 231 Raul Reyes Carpinteria FFA 5-3 big hipped, sound enough, little plainer in the hogs  top shape

3 95 Skylar Rutherford Independent / 805 swine 4/7
practical, pretty complete, fades into his ham loin junction, and a little too 

forward in her blades up front. 

4 234 Amber Sage Independent
1 notch on bottom of 
left ear  and 1 notch 
on bottom right ear

good balanced, soft made but needs to be  stouter in his pins

5 38 Bryce Nunez Fillmore FFA 12-6 big hipped, needs to be more open in his for rib and more of a heads up kind. 

6 94 Logan Rutherford Independent / 805 swine 4/6
soft made, relatively sound, needs to come and go with more stoutness and 

dimension. 



7 63 Athena Sanchez Fillmore FFA 37-6 long, too far forward in her blade thicker coming at me 

8 120 James Santos Camarillo FFA 97-2 has some shape up high, in terms of movement has to be better off both ends. 

Market Swine Class 17 - Grange Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 174 Abigail Lopez Simoore Grange 13 right 23 left
super big backed and shapely, might get a little tight off her back two as she 

plants and pushes. 

2 199 Genesis Aparicio Simoore grange R11/L4
practical, soft middled, has some shape up high, i'd like to lengthen her out from 

blade to hip and make her a little taller at the point of her blades. 

3 180 Nathan Molina Simoore Grange 22 right 24 left
long bodied, square hipped, needs modified skeletally off both ends and more 

time on feed. 

4 195 Christian Giusti Santa Clara Valley Grange
Swine, left ear notch 

1, right ear notch 2
has some length up front of his blades, needs more time on feed. 

5 178 Cash Martinez Simoore Grange R 5 - L 11 super shapely needs more time on feed. 

Market Swine Class 18 - Grange Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 225 Gabriela Garcia Simoore Grange R13-L10 muscular big hipped stout, super good looking gilt from the side. 

2 206 Graciella Aparicio Simoore grange R3/L2 big ended, stout big backed, sound enough!

3 194 Pedro Aparicio Simoore grange R19/L85
soft made, practical centered female, whos deep in her center bodied. i'd like to 

make her a little more up headed, and softer in her ham loin junction. 

4 211 Edward Tirado Swine R 17 L 1 good length of spine, and some look from the side. needs to come and go wider 

5 135 Ivan Balboa Santa Clara Valley 1111
long necked, long spined good looking gilt, sets a little too far forward in 

terms of her blade and i'd like to make her softer in her center skeleton. 

Market Swine Class 19 - Grange Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 172 Daniel Valdovinos Santa Clara Valley Grange 94-3 good legged, square built barrow, whos got enough stoutness and dimension

2 201 Abril Aparicio Simoore Grange R16/L4
good length of body, might need some more fill in his lower 1/3 of his body. good 

skin and hair

3 84 Joaquin Vazquez Simoore Grange
9-9 or R 1 notch & L 1 

notch
huge muscled, stout really expressive, too tight in his skeleton especially of his 

hind legs. 



4 202 Alicia Giusti Santa Clara Valley Grange
Swine, left ear notch 

1, right ear notch 2
square hipped, has some shape needs more softness and shape up high. 

5 12 Madison Fanning Santa Clara Valley Grange No ear notches the white barrows super soft in his body cavity, needs more muscle and shape. 

6 208 Andres Jaimes Santa Clara Valley Grange
Swine, no ear 

notches
high performing kind, needs more depth of body and muscle 

Market Swine Class 20 - Grange Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Reserve Champion Grange Market 
Swine

1 73 Maribel Ruiz Simoore Grange right 1, left 1
monster legged, big hipped square and stout really like how complete this gilt 

is. 

2 176 Adrian Lopez Simoore Grange 25 right 29 left soft made, square chested and hipped. pretty athletic. 

3 9 Parker Graham Simoore
1 notch left ear, 2 
notches right ear

big chested, big hipped, needs to be sounder 

4 10 Connor Charles Simoore
1 notch left ear, 2 
notches right ear

good length of body, sound, needs more shape and dimension .

5 219 Hayden velasquez simoore right 21 left 15 shapely backed, big ribbed

6 14 Heidi Fanning Santa Clara Valley Grange No ear notches long bodied, sound enough needs more shape and muscle. 

Market Swine Class 21 - Grange Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 71 Marcelo Perez Simoore Grange right 11, left 4 square hipped, sound, good looking

2 54 Anahi Nuño Simoore grange right 5, left 9 big hipped, soft middled. 

3 149 Damien Fenn Santa Clara Valley Grange 19-11 athletic, soft made might be a little too far back in her blades

4 186 Elias Calvillo Santa Clara Valley Grange
Swine, right ear 

notch liter 1, left ear 
notch 6

stout legged, needs more muscle and taller at her blades. 

5 13 Sadie Fanning Santa Clara Valley Grange No ear notches good length of body and some soundness, needs more shape and dimension. 

Market Swine Class 22 - Grange Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

1 34 Joaquin Holladay Simoore Grange right 5, left 8 big ended soft made, needs more expression.. 

2 98 Landyn Long Simoore 14-8 muscular, needs to be longer hipped, super short strided 

3 138 Ivan Balboa Santa Clara Valley 192 long, soft made needs more muscle 

Market Swine Class 23 - Grange Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Champion Grange Market Swine 1 181 Brenna Swaffar Simoore Grange R23-L13
square chested, good looking, big hipped really like crinkle ears profile and 

design from the side 

2 191 Elijah Perez Simoore Grange R25-L36
square chested, up headed, good legged, needs more shape through his ham 

and stifle 

3 190 Eduardo Perez Simoore Grange R20-L35 big middled big muscled needs to be sounder off both ends 



Rabbit Meat Pens Class 01 Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Champion Rabbit Meat Pen 1 96 Courtney Nunes Santa Rosa Valley 4H JB2, JB3, JB6
great pen of rabbits, super complete, balanced set great effort! wish there was 

more competition! congrats!

Meat Turkey Class 01 Placing VSS 
ID#

Exhibitor Name Club, Chapter, or 
Grange Name

Animal 
Identification

Reason

Champion Meat Turkey 1 215 Joshua Bartley Independent Turkey huge breasted congrats! 

Reserve Champion Meat Turkey 2 218 Christopher Bartley Independent Turkey keep doing what your doing! great job 

3 241 Lucie Bartley Independent Turkey good effort keep doing what your doing congrats

4 204 Mary Nunez Independent Meat TUrkey great project! keep going! congrats

5 177 Ian Nunez Independent Meat Market Turkey good job! try again next year! 

Ventura County Rabbit Meat Pen Results

Ventura County Meat Turkey Results


